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Preface
A major task of mathematics today is to harmonize the continuous and the discrete, to include3
them in one comprehensive mathematics, and to eliminate obscurity from both [E.T. BELL, “Men
of Mathematics”, Simon and Schuster, New York, pp. 13=14, 1937]5
The theory of time scales, which has recently received a lot of attention, was introduced by Stefan
Hilger in his Ph.D. Thesis in 1988 and supervised by Bernd Aulbach in order to unify continuous and7
discrete analysis. Not only can this theory of the so-called “dynamic equations” unify the theories of
di=erential equations and di=erence equations, but it also extends these classical cases to cases “in9
between”, as e.g., to the so-called q-di=erence equations. A time scale is an arbitrary closed subset
of the reals, and the cases when this time scale is equal to the reals or to the integers represent the11
classical theories of di=erential and of di=erence equations. Many other interesting time scales exist,
and they give rise to plenty of applications, among them the study of population models which are13
discrete in season (and may follow a di=erence scheme with variable step-size or are often modeled
by continuous dynamic systems), die out, say in winter, while their eggs are incubating or dormant,15
and then in season again, hatching gives rise to a nonoverlapping population.
We are proud to present a volume of 20 peer-reviewed research papers by experts in the area,17
supplemented by a survey paper on dynamic equations on time scales.
The founder of the theory, Stefan Hilger, contributes to this issue with a paper on the connec-19
tion to matrix Lie theory. This special issue also features a new chain rule by Christian P?otzsche,
previously partly contained in Stefan Keller’s Ph.D. Thesis. A new spectral notion is introduced by21
Stefan Siegmund, and reducibility of linear dynamic systems are investigated by Bernd Aulbach and
Christian P?otzsche.23
Several papers are devoted to boundary value problems on time scales. The editors report on
boundary value problems for inBnite intervals, twin solutions of boundary value problems are con-25
sidered by Chuan Jen Chyan and Johnny Henderson, while triple solutions are investigated by
Douglas Anderson and Richard Avery. A multi-point boundary value problem is presented by Bonita27
Lawrence, and a comparison theorem for nonlinear boundary value problem is contained in the paper
by Gnana Bhaskar. Ferhan AtFcF and Gusein Guseinov consider Green’s functions and positive solu-29
tions for boundary value problems and also introduce the “counterpart” of the Hilger delta derivative
concept which is based on the forward jump operator, namely the so-called AtFcF–Guseinov nabla31
derivative based on the backward jump operator. Douglas Anderson studies eigenvalue intervals for
a two-point boundary value problem.33
Oscillation criteria of second-order Sturm–Liouville equations are given by Stefan Hilger and
OndHrej DoHslIy, while oscillation of second-order matrix equations is studied by Lynn Erbe and Allan35
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Peterson. Gusein Guseinov and Billuˆr KaymakOcalan give a disconjugacy criterion for second-order1
equations. John Davis, Johnny Henderson, and Rajendra Prashad report on recent advances in the
study of matrix Riccati equations, which are intimately connected to systems of matrix equations.3
This special issue also features a study of hybrid systems by V. Lakshmikantham and Aghalaya
Vatsala. A new method of quasilinearization is contained in the work of Paul Eloe. Wirtinger-type in-5
equalities are presented by Roman Hilscher, while Patricia Wong reports on optimal Abel–
Gontscharo= interpolation error bounds. Finally, this issue also contains a paper by Calvin Ahlbrandt7
and Christina Morian, which initiates the study of partial dynamic equations on time scales. We would
like to dedicate this volume to Professor Calvin Ahlbrandt on the occasion of his 60th birthday.9
This is the Brst such special issue devoted to dynamic equations on time scales. The two books
currently available on this subject are authored by Billuˆr KaymakOcalan, V. Lakshmikantham, and11
Seenith Sivasundaram (“Dynamic Systems on Measure Chains”) and by Martin Bohner and Allan
Peterson (“Dynamic Equations on Time Scales: An Introduction with Applications”). The editors13
hope that this issue fulBlls its purpose to stimulate further research in this exciting area.
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